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About This Game

Super Man Or Monster is a monsterfilled, explosive, third person action game with a delightful 8-bit style. You choose if you
want to fight with MAN to protect the world, or be a MONSTER and destroy it!

Super Man Or Monster?!

Man - Build your army, fly around with your jetpack and blast monsters. Anything you deploy you can pilot yourself, from
turrets and tanks to helicopters! Kick ass. Monster - Bash, stomp and wreck cities with brute force and special powers like

fireballs and body slams. Bring the chaos!

What's so super about it?

We’re taking the classic Man Or Monster (a simple voxel browser game) to the next level by adding all stuff we didn’t have time
for back then. We've added controller support, full screen retro visuals, lots of new content and a splitscreen local multiplayer

mode that's pretty awesome if we do say so ourselves (we do)!

Features

Play as Man or as Monster. Two very different experiences for the price of one!

Explore more than 30 of the world’s biggest cities in glorious cubestyle.
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Splitscreen local multiplayer game mode: Man versus Monster.

Unlock tons of units, monsters, special attacks and trophies.

8-bit look now in three dimensions.

Super catchy retro chiptunes!

A jetpack and fart-attacks. Need I say more?
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Title: Super Man Or Monster
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Xform
Publisher:
Xform
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Dutch
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Hints are confusing, grammar/writing is subpar, and the visuals are a weird mishmash of uncanny valley♥♥♥♥♥3d and what
look like photos taken straight from Google images, not to mention the plot development & ending are BEYOND unsatisfying.

All in all, pretty much what you'd expect from a game of this price.

Honestly, it's not THAT bad - plus, it's super damn cheap, which is great. TBh I really wish Steam had a 'meh' review button,
just for games like this.. Not as different from other 4X games as the original, this iteration is still as good. Think of it as
HoMM IV - it's certainly true to its roots, but it's a leap in another direction.

The campaign map features an additional subterranian level and feels bigger, busier and more out of control than that of Age of
Wonders, but the battles have been scaled down somewhat and the custom hero feature suffers from a greater focus on the
campaign.

As a stand alone game, it isn't as inviting as AoW, but after mastering its predecessor, it's an ideal dessert.. No, unless you're
really struggling for some SNES nostalgia...there are better 8 bit hack and jump adventures out there. Get a new weapon? Yay,
can't switch back? The axes are terrible. Just one of many small things I didn't enjoy in my admittedly very short playtime.
Soundtrack is nice though...

Edit: Got this as part of Humble Bundle. Not my kind of game, don't be put off, if a 20 year old retro game is exactly what
you're looking for. There are no modern features here.. A great starter pack, I just got a couple friends into the game and this is
definately nice to help get them to level 20 thru their constant deaths, and allows them some starter pets. Definetly makes the
path to learning the game a little bit clearer and less frustrating. and a couple of loot drop potions is always a plus whether your a
noob or a pro.. Multiplayer would be nice.. Fun game with a Binding of Isaac kind of style.
Interesting controller support, I love that you can map it however you want to fit your controller.

+1 for awesome devs too. We probably came back to annoy them\/play their game demo about 20+ times during pax east.
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It's pretty cool but the whole voice thing is really frustrating.. On surface level the concept seems very interesting. For once,
instead of killing monsters and shooting people, you get to grow a flower and spread new life! With multiple different flowers
and an upgrade system you're bound to have many hours of fun here, right?

Well, sadly no. There doesn't seem to be any way to really strategize the growing of your flowers, since there's actually only one
right way to grow all the flowers, which there are four visually different ones, but which play identically. Reach for the Sun
really feels like a simple flash game made as a proof-of-concept or something similar. Play time is somewhere under an hour
after which you have gained everything and done everything.

A shame really. With extended gameplay and more interesting mechanics the game could potentially be a unique little flower,
but currently it is just over-priced run-of-the-mill flash game you could find on any website.. I'm going to give this a
recommendation, because excluding the fact that the community appears to be dead, it's a good game! It's very fun as a very
unique multiplayer 'shooter' in a steampunk setting with cannons and several secondary weapons available at your disposal, in a
game that requires teamwork to survive. It has good graphics, fun gameplay and simple and easy to navigate menus (including a
well thought out in-game tutorial). If you can get this on sale and you have a bunch of friends to play it with, go for it! I
wholeheartedly recommend this title, just please note that the community is currently dead, it certainly needs a revival or a
group (which I'm sure exists) to schedule a play session for you to be likely to see another player online. So yes, the game itself
is great, but the community is non-existant - buy at your own risk!. This is an amazing VR project. Besides, it`s completely free.
You are in a real museum. You see real paintings and sculptures. Incredible feelings and thoughts! I highly recommend it!. This
game is pretty decent for being 10 years old. The are people in the chat who make the game easier to understand and play. I do
recommend it if your bored and just want a little fun to play or even make fun of.. I just want to turn off the auto shot.
Like clicking the aims....

Coming Soon to Steam!:

As of now, Super Man Or Monster is officially...
Coming Soon to Steam!
With a store page and community hub and everything.
Hurray!
. Xform Discord server is now open!:
Discuss Super Man Or Monster 24/7 on the brand new Xform Discord server! Read all the latest news straight from the
development team. Discuss bugs, suggestions, gameplay. You name it. See you there!
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[discord.gg]. Support Xform Games on Patreon:
Greetings SMOM fans all over the world!

Xform is busy trying to get more of their webgames available as downloadable titles. Support the effort by joining them on
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/xformgames
or discussing their games on Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/cgQRb2j

See you there!

Diederik / Xform

[www.patreon.com]. MONSTER SALE! 50% off, get the game now for less than $7 !:
If you wanted to get SUPER MAN OR MONSTER, but were short on cash the last few weeks, NOW is the time to get it.
Seriously, this is such a good deal, you'd be a fool not to get it.
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. Bier und Wurst at Gamescom2017:
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You can come meet us in Cologne at Gamecom 2017! Please drop us a line on @XformGameDev or info@xformgames.com.
If you just want to say hi and drink a beer, look for us at the bars between the halls. See you there!
. OUT NOW! Get it with a 25% launch discount!:
UTRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS – October 31, 2017 - Game development studio Xform released their explosive monster
filled action game 'Super Man Or Monster' on Steam.
Watch the monstrous trailer here: https://youtu.be/9LNiPaXmA0A
Super Man or Monster is available now on the Steam Store for $12.99 with a 25% launch discount.

Thanks for all your support so far!

Diederik / Xform and Pieter / Xform
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